The family of combinatorial games consists of two-player games with perfect information (i.e., information about the game is not hidden from the players), no chance moves (no dice) and outcome restricted to (lose, win), (tie, tie) and (draw, draw) for the two players who move alternately. Tie is an end position where no player wins, whereas draw is a dynamic tie: any position from which a player has a no losing move, but cannot force a win [1] . In this paper, we present two combinatorial games. The first game is called Edge-Balanced Index Game: Given a Graph G=(V, E) in which two players color edges in turn; the first player colors edges by 'blue" and the second player colors edges by "red" until all edges have been colored. Vertex v is colored as blue if the number of the blue edges incident on v is greater than and equal to the number of the red edges incident on v; Vertex v is colored as red if the number of the red edges incident on v is greater than and equal to the number of the blue edges incident on v; otherwise, v is not colored. Player 1 wins the game if and only if the number of blue vertices is greater than the number of red vertices. The game is tie if the number of blue vertices is equal to the number of red vertices. There is no winning strategy for player although one is winning, that is, he can win even playing second.
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The second game is called Edge-Balanced Index Game with Terminals:
Given a Graph G=(V, E) and two specified vertices V t s  , , two players color edges alternately on G as they play in the Edge-Balanced Index Game; Player 1 has a winning strategy if and only if there is a "blue" path from s to t in G such that path passes more blue vertices than red vertices; On the other hand, Player 2 has a winning strategy if and only if there is a "red" path from s to t in G such that the path passes more red vertices than blue vertices; The game is draw if no player could win the game. We give a strategic analysis for the Edge-Balanced Index Game with Terminals and present some potential applications.
Introduction
The family of Combinatorial Games consists of Two-Player Games where there is no element of chance (no dice), information about the game is not hidden from the players (Perfect Information), the players take alternate turns, the outcome of a game is reached in a finite set of moves, The outcome is restricted to (lose, win), (tie, tie) and (draw, draw). Tie is an end position where no player wins, whereas draw is a dynamic tie: any position from which a player has a no losing move, but cannot force a win [1] .
The term Edge-Balanced Index (EBI) [2] is defined as follows: Let G be a graph with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G), and let Z2={0, 1}. [2] such as : Regular Graphs (2-Regular Graphs, 3-Regular Graphs, and General Regular Graphs (Complete Graphs), Fans and Wheels, Generalized Theta Graphs, the Envelope Graphs of Stars, Paths, and Cycles. Particularly, they investigated that if there is an arithmetic progression property holds for an Edge-Balance Index set of a specific Graph, G and they claimed that finding the Edge-Balance Index set of a graph could be difficult in general [2] .
With the motivations from the definition of the Edge-Balance Index set of a graph, we present the following two combinational games on graphs. The first game is called Edge-Balanced Index Game: Given a Graph G=(V, E) in which two players color edges in turn; the first player colors edges by 'blue" and the second player colors edges by "red" until all edges have been colored. Vertex v is colored as blue if the number of the blue edges incident on v is greater than and equal to the number of the red edges incident on v; Vertex v is colored as red if the number of the red edges incident on v is greater than and equal to the number of the blue edges incident on v; otherwise, v is not colored. Player 1 wins the game if and only if the number of blue vertices is greater than the number of red vertices.
The game is tie if the number of blue vertices is equal to the number of red vertices after all edges of graph G have been colored by two players.
The second game is called Edge-Balanced Index Game with Terminals: Given a Graph G=(V, E) and two specified vertices V t s  , , two players color edges alternately on G as they play in the Edge-Balanced Index Game; Player 1 has a winning strategy if and only if there is a "blue" path from s to t in G such that path passes more blue vertices than red vertices; On the other hand, Player 2 has a winning strategy if and only if there is a "red" path from s to t in G such that the path passes more red vertices than blue vertices; The game is draw (i.e., dynamic tie) if no player could win the game. That is, any position from which a player has a no losing move, but cannot force a win.
In Section II, we study strategies for the Edge-Balanced Index Games. In Section III, we present potential applications of Edge-Balanced Index Games.
Strategies for the Edge-Balanced Index Games
In [4] , Leman provided the classification of the two-person games as follows:
(1) If" the player 1", going second, can win against every strategy of "the player 2", then the game is favorable to the player1. (2) If" the player 2", going second, can win against every strategy of "the player 1", then the game is favorable to the player2. (3) If the player, going first, but not second, can win against every strategy of the other player, then the game is called a neutral game, which is favorable to the first player.
The class of all two-person games can be partitioned into three kinds of two-person games depending on whether the game is favorable to the player1, or the game is favorable to the player 2, or the game is favorable to the first player. We note that the outcome of Edge-Balanced Index Games for a general graph (i.e., not-trivial graph) is either in (lose, win), or (win, lose), or (tie, tie) for two players. There is no winning strategy in general for player although one is winning, that is, he/she can win even playing second. For example, if we evaluate Edge-Balanced Index Games on Complete Graphs, the outcome is either in either (lose, win), or (win, lose), or (tie, tie) for two players. This is not surprised! By the results of Edge-Balance Index Sets of Complete Graphs [2] , Wang et al., determined the edge-balance index sets of complete graphs 
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We now study the strategies for the Edge-Balanced Index Game with Terminals. Some motivations of analyzing strategies for the Edge-Balanced Index Game with Terminals were from the strategies for playing the Shannon Switching Game on edges (or the Shannon Switching Game) [3] [7] , where given a Graph G=(V, E) and two distinguished vertices V t s  , , the game is played by two players, denoted "Short" and "Cut" who play alternatively. Short's move consists of connecting an edge while Cut may remove any unmarked edge from graph. If Short can successfully marking a path from s to t, Short wins. Otherwise Cut wins. The objective of the Short is to mark "connect" a path from vertex s to vertex t. The objective of the Cut is to remove any unmarked edge such that the objective of the Short player becomes unattainable. Thus, the objective of the Cut player is dual to that of the Short player.
Leman [4] has given a general strategy for the Shannon Switching Game in terms of matroids and Bruno and Weinberg [5] presented a constructive graph-theoretic solution for all classifications of games by specializing Leman's matroid-theoretic results to graphs; Their constructive solution could be solved in polynomial time [7] . Note that the variant in which players alternately choosing a vertex instead of an edge, known as the Shannon Switching Game on Vertices, of a familiar board game called Hex; This combinatorial problem is complete in polynomial space has been shown by Even and Tarjan [8] , this result suggested that the theory of combinatorial game is difficult in general. (That is, it is shown that determining which player wins such a game if each player plays perfectly is very hard, in fact, if this game is solvable in polynomial time, then any problem solvable in polynomial space is solvable in polynomial time.) [8] [9].
Leman's matroid-theoretic results were phrased in terms of matroids which appears very difficult; Mansfield [6] further presented an elegant proof out of Leman's work, he showed that Player Short has a winning strategy even Short plays second if and only if the graph has a subgraph connecting s to t with two edge disjoint spanning trees. Now we present a constructive solution playing the Edge-Balanced Index Game with Terminals on a Graph G=(V, E) and two specified vertices V t s  , , two players color edges alternately on G, the player 1 is to mark "connect" a 'blue" path from vertex s to vertex t and the player 2 is to mark "connect" a 'red" path from vertex s to vertex t. Note that if player 2 marked a red edge which may be resulted that the objective of the player 1's becomes unattainable. Thus, in general, the objective of the player 1 is dual to that of the player 2. Without loss the generality, we assume that player 1 plays second for the following analysis.
We say that a graph is positive if it has an edge-disjoint pair of spanning trees. Now consider a graph G has a positive subgraph containing both s and t . Let n be the number of vertices in graph G, and m be the number of edges. If G is a positive graph (i.e., it has two edge-disjoint spanning trees), then m = 2n -2. If player 2 colors an edge in red from one of the two spanning trees then player 1 finds an edge in the other spanning tree which reconnects the broken spanning tree (from player 1's view) and marks it as blue. Player 1 then has two spanning trees for the subgraph with only marked edge in common. Suppose player 1 continues to respond in this fashion. Then after each round of play the graph will still contain two spanning tree (from player 1's view). But after each round there is one less vertex and two less edges. After n -2 rounds there are 2 vertices and 2 edges left. At this point, no matter which edge player 2 colors red, player 1 marks "connects' the other in blue, then both players built edge-disjoint paths from s to t in G. The outcome of the game is depending on each s to t path containing the number of red vertices and the number of blue vertices. That is, player 1 wins if its path, from s to t, containing more blue vertices than red vertices; player 2 wins if its path, from s to t, containing more red vertices than blue vertices; otherwise, the game is tie. Therefore, there is no winning strategy for player even if the graph has a subgraph connecting s to t with two edge-disjoint spanning trees. However, the analysis help us to develop a procedure for playing the game, and the game is favorable to the first player playing the game since he/she may be resulted in more colored vertices than the other player's.
Potential Applications
There are some potential applications for the Edge-Balanced Index Games because the two players in a game are usually referred as MIN and MAX in the field of Artificial Intelligence [10] : MAX represents the player trying to win or to MAXimize his/her advantage (or Profit). MIN uses the same information and always attempts to move to a state MINimize MAX's score. Therefore, we may apply the Edge-Balanced Index Games to a game involving a Financial competition between two companies from Telecommunications, Airlines, Banks, Manufacturing Corporations, …, etc.
For the applications of the Edge-Balanced Index Game with Terminals, we could develop the following applications: Causality Analysis for detecting Cybersecurity Attacks, for detecting Telecommunication Network Failures, Manufacturing part's Failures or Circuit Failures; Causality Analysis for developing Disaster Recovery Plan, Tracing Disease Influence Graphs, …, etc.
